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AIM OF THE COURSE 

A critical appraisal of: 

 

- Pairwise meta-analysis 

 

- Network meta-analysis 



TODAY’S PROGRAM:  

FIRST PART 

1) Meta-analysis: general concepts 

2) Statistics and Evidence-Based Medicine 

3)  Quick assessment of Meta-analysis 

4) Critical assesment of Meta-analysis 

 



WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT? 

Meta analysis = pooling results from        

     different studies 

 
Head to head or Pairwise Metanalysis 

(PWMA) = several studies of the same 

intervention vs. the same control  

 

Network Metanalysis (NMA)/Mixed Treatment 

Comparison (MTC) = different treatments 

againts one another, possibly with a common 

comparison. 



SOME HISTORY 
•1904 - Karl Pearson (UK): correlation between inoculation of vaccine 

for typhoid fever and mortality across apparently conflicting studies 

 

•1931 – Leonard Tippet (UK): comparison of differences between and 

within farming techniques on agricultural yield adjusting for sample size 

across several studies 

 

•1937 – William Cochran (UK): combination of effect sizes across 

different studies of medical treatments 

 

•1970s – Robert Rosenthal and Gene Glass (USA), Archie Cochrane 

(UK): combination of effect sizes across different studies of, 

respectively, educational and psychological treatments 

 

•1980 – Aspirin after myocardial infarction. Lancet 1980;1:1172–3 

 

•1980s – Diffuse development/use of meta-analytic methods 

 

 



STATISTICS AND  

EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE 

 



PAIRWISE META-ANALYSIS 

Direct comparison of the same 

intervention vs control. 

 

 

We need some basic statistics: 
– Relative measures of effect 

– Confidence intervals (CI) 

– P values 

– Forest plots 

– Regression = statistical dependence 

 

 



RELATIVE MEASURES  

OF EFFECT 

 
– For continuous variables:  

• Mean difference 
• Standardized mean difference 

 
– For binary variables: 

• Odds Ratio 
• Relative Risk 
• Absolute Risk 
• Number Needed to Treat 

 
- For times to events (e.g.  Overall survival or 

disease free survival):  
• Hazard Ratio 
• Odds Ratio 

 
  

 



RELATIVE RISKS of A vs. B 

Relative risks (RR) are defined as the ratio 

of incidence rates 

 

 
 

 

RR= [Z/(Z+W)]/[Y/(Y+H)] 
 

RR=1      no difference in risk 

RR<1      reduced risk in group 1 vs 2 

RR>1      increased risk in group 1 vs 2 

 

Events yes Events no 

Group A Z Y 

Group B W H 



ODDS RATIOS 

Odds ratios (OR) are defined as the                 

ratio of the odds 

 

 

 

 

OR= (Z/W)/(Y/H) 

 

 

When prevalences are low, OR is a              

good approximation of RR. 

 

Events yes Events no 

Group A Z Y 

Group B W H 



RISK DIFFERENCES and  

NUMBER NEEDED TO TREAT/HARM 
The risk difference (RD), ie absolute risk 

difference, is the difference between the incidence 

of events in the A vs. B groups. 

 

The number to treat (NNT), defined as 1/RD, 

identifies the number of patients that we need to 

treat with the experimental therapy to avoid one 

event* 

 

Rd and NNT change too much with disease 

prevalence. 

 *Numbers needed to harm (NNH) similarly express the number of patients that we                                                        

have to treat with the experimental therapy to cause one adverse event  



RR, OR or RD/NNT? 

        OR    RR       RD/NNT 

 

Communication      -     +   ++ 

 

Consistency      +    ++    - 

 

Mathematics     ++     -    - 



ICS VS PLACEBO:  

A FOREST PLOT 

 



GRADING THE EVIDENCE 

 (from NICE) 

 



 

 

27 items to appraise quality of a meta-analysis. 

 

Too many? Only boring theory? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ok! I will give carvedilol to my patients, and 

they will die less after 5 years… 



…or maybe not? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find the difference… 



FIRST LEVEL: 

  quick 
assesment of 
meta-analysis 

accuracy. 

SECOND LEVEL:   

critical  

assessment of 
meta-analysis 

accuracy. 

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF 

INTERPRETATION 



QUICK ASSESSMENT 



QUICK ASSESSMENT 

 

Heterogeneity probably 

represents the most  

important feature to assess  

in a meta-analysis. 



 CLINICAL HETEROGENEITY 

METHODOLOGICAL HETEROGENEITY 

STATISTICAL HETEROGENEITY 

PLAY OF CHANCE 

Tsoi, 2011 

COMPONENTS OF 

HETEROGENEITY 

 



 

 

 

 

Inclusion/exclusion criteria of studies 

 

Definition of endpoints (primary,secondary) 

 

CLINICAL and METHODOLOGICAL 

HETEROGENEITY  



SELECTION OF STUDIES 

 

Were the inclusion criteria accurate and 

precise for the clinical question? 

 

Were the endpoints of a clinical relevance?  

(hard end point like death, or surrogate like 

improvement in instrumental data?) 



Odds 
Ratio 

Female  

gender It quantitatively explores 

interactions between a given 

effect (eg the risk of an 

event in patients treated with 

A vs B, as expressed with 

odds ratios) and a 

moderator or covariate of 

interest  

(eg prevalence of  female 

gender in each study). 

METAREGRESSION 

Diabetes  

mellitus 

Previous 

 infarction 



METAREGRESSION 

The key aspect of meta-regression is that 

each single study is given a specific weight 

which corresponds to its precision and/or 

size (when performing a weighted least 

squares [WLS] linear regression). 

 



PCI REDUCED STROKE VS CABG (OR 0.59;0.38-0.93)  

BUT IN WHICH PATIENTS? 

 

D’Ascenzo et al, under review. 
Meta regression of risk ok stroke at follow up 

on several clinical variables 



In our example, we can conclude that we 

found a significant effect of female gender 

(beta=-0.12, p=0.003) on the Odds Ratio (in 

log scale) of PCI vs CABG. 

 

 

Thus PCI becomes significantly more 

beneficial than CABG in female patients. 

 



STATISTICAL HETEROGENEITY 

The variation among the results of individual 

trials beyond that expected from chance. 

 

   A test for heterogeneity examines the null     

hypothesis  that all studies are evaluating the 

same effect.  

 



HOW TO ASSESS HETEROGENEITY? 

The usual test statistic (Cochran’s Q)  

is computed by summing the squared 

deviations of each study’s estimate from the 

overall meta-analytic estimate, weighting 

each study’s contribution. 



 



INCONSISTENCY 

The statistic I2 describes the percentage of 

total variation across studies that is due to 

heterogeneity rather than chance.  

 

low              
25%-50% 

moderate    
50%-75% 

high            
75% 



 



HOW TO DEAL WITH 

HETEROGENEITY? 
 

      Fixed effect? 

 

 

                                      Random effect? 



FIXED EFFECT META-ANALYISIS. 

It is based on the assumption of a true effect 

size common to all studies. 

 

It detects easily a significant statistical 

difference 

but  

is at risk of a reduced accuracy of the model, 

not conservative enough. 



RANDOM EFFECT 

Individual studies are estimating different 

treatment effects 

 

and  

 

to make some sense of the different effects 

we assume they come from the same 

distribution with some central value and 

some degree of variability. 



ADVICES OF COCHRANE 

COLLABORATION 
 

 

 

 

Cochrane recommends   

to analize  your review in both ways  

and see how the results vary.  



 

 

If fixed effect and random effect  

meta-analyses give identical results  

 

then 

  

it is unlikely that there is important statistical 

heterogeneity. 

ADVICES OF COCHRANE 

COLLABORATION 



 

If your results vary a little 

 

you will need to decide  

which is the better method  

 

usually the most conservative, 

usually the random effect model. 

ADVICES OF COCHRANE 



BACK TO CARVEDILOL… 

 



 

 

CRITICAL ASSESSMENT 

 



PICO APPROACH 

•Population of interest  

eg elderly male >2 weeks after myocardial 

infarction)  

•Intervention (or exposure) 

eg intracoronary infusion of progenitor blood cells 

•Comparison 

eg patients treated with progenitor cells vs 

standard therapy 

•Outcome(s)  

eg change in echocardiographic left ventricular 

ejection fraction from discharge to 6-month control 

 Biondi-Zoccai et al, Ital Heart J 2004 



METHODS 

Describe all information sources (e.g., 

databases with dates of coverage, contact with 

study authors to identify additional studies) in 

the search and date last searched 

 
Eg:Pubmed, Embase, Cochrane were searched for… 



State the process for selecting studies  

(i.e., screening, eligibility, included in 

systematic review, and, if applicable, 

included in the meta-analysis). 



 

The authors of the paper e-mailed all 

corresponding authors of selected studies 



 

Describe method of data extraction from reports  

(e.g., piloted forms, independently, in duplicate)  

and  

any processes for obtaining and confirming 

data from investigators. 



RISK OF BIAS 

 methods used for assessing risk of bias 

of individual studies (including 

specification of whether this was done at 

the study or outcome level) 

 

 

 and how this information is to be used  

    in any data synthesis. 



CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 



 



BUT MOST CHALLENGING 

 

 

 

 

Publication bias results in being easier to 

find studies with a 'positive' result. 



WAS PUBLICATION BIAS 

CORRECTLY APPRAISED? 

 



EASY TO OBTAIN? 

 

Publication, availability, and selection biases 

are a potential concern for meta-analyses 

of individual participant data, but many 

reviewers neglect to examine or discuss 

them. 



SOFTWARES 

• Rev Man (http://ims.cochrane.org/revman) 

• STATA (http://www.stata.com/) 

• Comprehensive meta analysis  

(http://www.meta-analysis.com/) 

 

 

http://ims.cochrane.org/revman
http://www.stata.com/
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Is pairwise meta-analysis all Biostatistics 

can give? 



TODAY’S PROGRAM:  

SECOND PART 

1) Network Meta-analysis: general concepts 

2) Points in  common with PWMA 

3) Only for NMA/MTC 

 



GENERAL CONCEPTS 



LACK OF RANDOMIZED DIRECT 

COMPARISON  

New drugs/techologies may not be directly 

compared due to:  

 

Fear of negative results 

Marketing strategies 

Lack of financial resources 

Underreporting of non-significant or 

negative data 

 



BUT IF I HAVE A PATIENT   

and many different options for him/her,  

 

  

 but not directly compared in the 

literature, 

 

What should I do? 



REALISTIC, BUT INCOHERENT 

 Juventus-Inter; 4-2 

 

 Inter-Milan; 3-1 

 

 Milan-Juventus; 1-0 



 



SOLUTION 

 

 

 

Network meta-analysis (NMA)/ Mixed 

treatment comparator (MTC): it indirectly 

compares different interventions from many 

trials and suitably combines such estimates.  



SOME GLOSSARY 

Indirect treatment comparisons (ITC) 

investigate the effects of intervention B versus 

intervention C given a common comparator A.  

 

Network Meta analysis (NMA) is ITC  

performed on trials comparing two different 

interventions, directly or not or both. 

 

Mixed treatment comparator (MTC) is  

ITC performed on trials comparing more than two 

different interventions, directly or not or both. 



 



SHOULD WE TRUST NMA/MTC? 

 



 

NICE does make funding decisions taking 

into account the results of an NMA/MTC 

 

but 

 

evidence from head-to-head randomized 

controlled trials is still considered to be the 

most valuable. 



AN INCREASING INTEREST* 

 

*database queried on September 17, 2012, with the following strategy: (mixed NEAR treatment NEAR 

comparison*) OR (network NEAR (metaanalys* OR meta-analys*)) OR (indirect AND comparison AND 

(metaanalys* OR meta-analys*))) 



POINTS IN  COMMON WITH PWMA 



POINTS IN  COMMON WITH PWMA 

Heterogeneity 

 

if and how it was evaluated 

 

correct pooling was performed according 

to it (fixed vs random effect) 

 



 



POINTS IN  COMMON WITH PWMA 

Literature search 

 

accurate and comprehensive, including at 

least two databases 

 

performed by two or more blinded authors 

 

explicited strategy of search 

 



POINTS IN  COMMON WITH PWMA 

Outcomes 

 

pre-defined outcomes 

 

evaluation of different definitions of 

outcomes among included studies 

 



POINTS IN  COMMON WITH PWMA 

Methodological assessment  

 

performed according to Cochrane and 

reported in the paper 

 

reported in the discussion and in the 

conclusion, with influence of presentation of 

the results 

 



ONLY FOR NMA/MTC 

 



ONLY FOR NMA/MTC 

Statistics stuff 

The most developed methods for NMA are 

Bayesian. 

Software used is for example WinBUGS 

 http://www.mrc-

bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/winbugs/contents.shtml 

 

You should be assisted by a professional 

statistician.  

 

 

http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/winbugs/contents.shtml
http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/winbugs/contents.shtml
http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/winbugs/contents.shtml


BAYESIAN STATISTICS  

 

 

 

formal 
combination 
of a priori 
probability 
distribution 

with a 
likehood 
distribution of 
the pooled 
effect based 
on observed 
data 

to derive a 
probability 
distribution 
of the pooled 
effect 

From a computational point of 

view, WinBUGS uses Markov 

Chain Monte Carlo methods 

(originated by Manhattan 

Project) 



ONLY FOR NMA/MTC 

Report of the results 

 

network diagrams and how to read them 

 

 

coherence 

 



 



 



ONLY FOR NMA/MTC 

Similarity 

the effect of the treatment holds true among 

all included trials irrespective of the various 

treatments analyzed 



 NOT YET FORMALIZED 

 

 

but analyze differences in 

 

- drug dosage 

 

- inclusione/esclusion criteria 



Consistency 

 

if and how it was appraised 

 

if agreement between direct and indirect of 

analysis is discussed and explained in the 

paper 

ONLY FOR NMA 



 



Probabilities 

OR 

RR 

NOW LET’S THINK DIFFERENT 

 

 

 

 

 

based on the posterior distributions 

of the relative effects, and estimate the probability 

that treatment x has rank I 
 

 



 

EACH TREATMENT IS THE MOST 

EFFECTIVE OUT OF ALL 

TREATMENTS COMPARED 

This is because information of the “spread” of rankings for a treatment 

is also important. For example, a treatment for which there are few trial 

data and consequently a wide CI may have a probability approaching 

50% of being the best treatment, but may nevertheless have a 

probability of 50% of being the worst treatment. 



FROM THIS… 

 



…TO THIS 

 



 



IN THIS PAPER 

Each treatment was superior to placebo 

 

No treatment was superior to other 

 

But two strategies had the highest 

probabilities to perform best 



PROS AND CONS OF PWMA AND 

NMA/MTC 

 

D’Ascenzo et al, 2013 in press 





FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

 

 

 

    Please visit   

   www.metcardio.org 
 

http://www.metcardio.org/

